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Summary.
Regional research and innovation plans are key drivers for local regional development. By
adopting RRI approaches to their R&I policies and actions, TRANSFORM aims to achieve
more open, transparent and democratic R&I ecosystems within three regional clusters
(Lombardy, Catalonia and Brussels-Capital), leading towards more responsible territorial
development. The implementing regional clusters will design, test and disseminate three
methodological frameworks (participatory research agenda setting, citizen science, design
thinking for social innovation) at the forefront of implementation of their S3 strategies.

Through communication activities, TRANSFORM aims to improve overall general
awareness about RRI, and create a dialogue between institutions dedicated to territorial
development. Through wide dissemination of project results, we are dedicated to
empowering diverse stakeholders to implement and/or engage with the development of
RRI, promote shared learning and spread/share out of governance innovations.

The present Communication and Dissemination Plan is instrumental to achieving the
objective formulated above and is as such integrated into and supporting all the other
activities of the project. WP6 will work closely with other WPs to ensure two-way
communication flows and sharing of information to maximise the impact of the project.

The TRANSFORM Communication and Dissemination Plan should be understood as a living
document. Accordingly, It is planned to publish an updated version (M15) to allow it to
evolve over time, as a result of new or emerging information, opportunities or trends.

In the following sections the key features of the Communication and Dissemination Plan are
presented in detail, including:


Communication objectives



Stakeholder mapping



Communication channels and tools



Communication and dissemination products



Quality Control, Monitoring and Reporting
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TRANSFORM communication
objectives
The core mission of TRANSFORM is to become an inspiring model of effective integration
of RRI in territorial development, transferable to other regions.

Project objectives (POs)


PO1: ESTABLISH a more open, transparent and democratic R&I ecosystems within
three regional clusters (Lombardy, Catalonia and Brussels-Capital);



PO2: CONSOLIDATE Research and Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialisation
(RIS3) by integrating an RRI approach within existing regional innovation processes;



PO3: EMPOWER diverse stakeholders to implement and/or engage with the
development of responsible regional development processes and evaluate their impact;



PO4: EXPLORE concrete R&I working methods based on three sound methodological
approaches: participatory research agenda setting, citizen science and design for social
innovation;



PO5: ADVANCE territorial Responsible Research and Innovation by promoting shared
learning and diffusion of governance innovations.

Communication objectives (COs) and key messages (KMs)
Stakeholder Mapping
The Communication and Dissemination Plan plays a key role in supporting the project in
achieving its objectives. In this respect, the Plan sets the following communication
objectives forth:


CO1: to increase the visibility of the project and its activities,



CO2: to showcase how our project tackles current challenges and its positive impact on
society, to attract potential beneficiaries/users of the project results and disseminate
our good practices;



CO3: to engage with relevant stakeholders, pursuing valorisation of the project
activities and outcomes and multi-stakeholder involvement;



CO4: to raise awareness about RRI and citizen engagement/participatory approaches
within regional R&I decision making and their use and benefits;



CO5: to build synergies with other EU-funded projects, networks and initiatives on RRI
in territorial development, foster collaboration, avoid duplication and maximise impact;
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CO6: to widely disseminate TRANSFORM results beyond the regional government
involved in the consortium and project community, ensuring they are available for the
further uptake, also after the completion of TRANSFORM.

TRANSFORM’s key messages are adapted to each target audience, as explained below, and
will be refined over the course of the project. A first set of messages is already proposed:


KM1: Co-design and participatory approaches imply openness, inclusiveness and
transparency in the regional R&I systems.



KM2: RRI better aligns R&I and its outcomes with the values, needs and expectations of
society.



KM3: Regional policies, strategies and action plans should reflect the needs of all
societal actors (citizens, private sector, research and education, third-sector
organisations).



KM4: Co-creation and participatory processes represent an opportunity to actively
involve a wide range of stakeholders from civil society (including citizens, CSOs and
NGOs) in decision-making; moving from being a passive receiver to an active
participant.



KM5: Co-creation and participatory approaches as new forms of governance represent
an opportunity for multiple perspectives and creativity in designing innovative solutions
with a concrete territorial impact, contributing to tackling current challenges faced by
the society



KM6: Concrete examples of responsible territorial development and tested approaches
inspire and support regional authorities in transforming regional R&I ecosystems
towards RRI.
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Stakeholder mapping
Good communication is about giving the right information to the right audience at the right
time and in the right format. Mapping all the stakeholders and their interest is of capital
importance to achieving the project’s objectives. The stakeholder mapping links target
audiences with the communications objectives, as well as activities that will facilitate
engagement. This detailed mapping allows for planning and design of targeted
communication for each segment of the target audience from the onset of the project, and
iteratively co-develop key messages. In this respect, the communications and
dissemination activities will deliver maximum impact. TRANSFORM identifies 6 specific
target groups for communications activities illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Citizens,
CSOs,
NGOs
Public
authorities

Media

TRANSFORM
Industry &
Companies

NGOs
Academia
&
Research

Figure 1: TRANSFORM target groups

The following table presents the stakeholder mapping for TRANSOFRM and the
communications objectives related to each of them. For each category, key messages,
channels and goals are detailed in the table below (Table 1).
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Table 1: Targeted communication per audience
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Target audience

Communication objectives (CO)

Communication Key messages (KM)

Outreach channels

(WHO?)

(WHAT?)

(WHAT?)

(WHERE?

Citizens and CSOs,
NGOs

Public authorities
(at all levels)

CO1: to increase the visibility of the project and its activities,
CO2: to showcase how our project tackles current challenges
and its positive impact on society, to attract potential
beneficiaries/users of the project results and disseminate our
good practices;
CO3: to engage with relevant stakeholders, pursuing
valorisation of the project activities and outcomes and multistakeholder involvement;
CO4: to raise awareness about RRI and citizen
engagement/participatory approaches within regional R&I
decision making and their use and benefits;
CO1: to increase the visibility of the project and its activities,
CO2: to showcase how our project tackles current challenges and
its positive impact on society, to attract potential
beneficiaries/users of the project results and disseminate our
good practices;
CO3: to engage with relevant stakeholders, pursuing valorisation
of the project activities and outcomes and multi-stakeholder
involvement;
CO4: to raise awareness about RRI and citizen
engagement/participatory approaches within regional R&I
decision making and their use and benefits;
CO5: to build synergies with other EU-funded projects, networks
and initiatives on RRI in territorial development, foster
collaboration, avoid duplication and maximise impact;
CO6: to widely disseminate TRANSFORM results beyond the
regional government involved in the consortium and project
community, ensuring they are available for the further uptake,
also after the completion of TRANSFORM.

KM2: RRI better aligns R&I and its outcomes with the
values, needs and expectations of society.
KM3: Regional policies, strategies and action plans should
reflect the needs of all societal actors (citizens, private
sector, research and education, third-sector
organisations).
KM5: Co-creation and participatory approaches as new
forms of governance represent an opportunity for
multiple perspectives and creativity in designing
innovative solutions with a concrete territorial impact,
contributing to tackling current challenges faced by the
society.
KM1: Co-design and participatory approaches imply
openness, inclusiveness and transparency in the regional
R&I systems.
KM2: RRI better aligns R&I and its outcomes with the
values, needs and expectations of society.
KM3: Regional policies, strategies and action plans
should reflect the needs of all societal actors (citizens,
private sector, research and education, third-sector
organisations).
KM4: Co-creation and participatory processes represent
an opportunity to actively involve a wide range of
stakeholders from civil society (including citizens, CSOs
and NGOs) in decision-making; moving from being a
passive receiver to an active participant.
KM5: Co-creation and participatory approaches as new
forms of governance represent an opportunity for
multiple perspectives and creativity in designing
innovative solutions with a concrete territorial impact,
contributing to tackling current challenges faced by the
society.
KM6: Concrete examples of responsible territorial
development and tested approaches inspire and support

Social Media;
Website;
Dedicated public events;
Partners channels;
Videos;
Promo materials;
Final local events

Webinar;
Project e-book;
Social Media;
Website;
Final local events;
Deliverables;
Videos;
Final conference
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Academia &
Research

Industry &
companies

Media

CO1: to increase the visibility of the project and its activities,
CO2: to showcase how our project tackles current challenges
and its positive impact on society, to attract potential
beneficiaries/users of the project results and disseminate our
good practices;
CO3: to engage with relevant stakeholders, pursuing
valorisation of the project activities and outcomes and multistakeholder involvement;
CO4: to raise awareness about RRI and citizen
engagement/participatory approaches within regional R&I
decision making and their use and benefits;
CO5: to build synergies with other EU-funded projects,
networks and initiatives on RRI in territorial development,
foster collaboration, avoid duplication and maximise impact;
CO6: to widely disseminate TRANSFORM results beyond the
regional government involved in the consortium and project
community, ensuring they are available for the further uptake,
also after the completion of TRANSFORM.

CO1: to increase the visibility of the project and its activities,
CO2: to showcase how our project tackles current challenges
and its positive impact on society, to attract potential
beneficiaries/users of the project results and disseminate our
good practices;
CO3: to engage with relevant stakeholders, pursuing
valorisation of the project activities and outcomes and multistakeholder involvement;
CO4: to raise awareness about RRI and citizen
engagement/participatory approaches within regional R&I
decision making and their use and benefits;

CO1: to increase the visibility of the project and its activities,

regional authorities in transforming regional R&I
ecosystems towards RRI.
KM1: Co-design and participatory approaches imply
openness, inclusiveness and transparency in the regional
R&I systems.
KM2: RRI better aligns R&I and its outcomes with the
values, needs and expectations of society.
KM3: Regional policies, strategies and action plans
should reflect the needs of all societal actors (citizens,
private sector, research and education, third-sector
organisations).
KM4: Co-creation and participatory processes represent
an opportunity to actively involve a wide range of
stakeholders from civil society (including citizens, CSOs
and NGOs) in decision-making; moving from being a
passive receiver to an active participant.
KM5: Co-creation and participatory approaches as new
forms of governance represent an opportunity for
multiple perspectives and creativity in designing
innovative solutions with a concrete territorial impact,
contributing to tackling current challenges faced by the
society.
KM1: Co-design and participatory approaches imply
openness, inclusiveness and transparency in the regional
R&I systems.
KM2: RRI better aligns R&I and its outcomes with the
values, needs and expectations of society.
KM3: Regional policies, strategies and action plans
should reflect the needs of all societal actors (citizens,
private sector, research and education, third-sector
organisations).
KM4: Co-creation and participatory processes represent
an opportunity to actively involve a wide range of
stakeholders from civil society (including citizens, CSOs
and NGOs) in decision-making; moving from being a
passive receiver to an active participant.
KM1: Co-design and participatory approaches imply

Webinar;
Social Media;
Website;
Final local events;
Project e-book;
Deliverables

Social Media;
Website;
Final local events;
Press releases;
Project e-book
Deliverables
Videos;
Final conference

Social Media;
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CO2: to showcase how our project tackles current challenges
and its positive impact on society, to attract potential
beneficiaries/users of the project results and disseminate our
good practices;
CO3: to engage with relevant stakeholders, pursuing
valorisation of the project activities and outcomes and multistakeholder involvement;
CO4: to raise awareness about RRI and citizen
engagement/participatory approaches within regional R&I
decision making and their use and benefits;

openness, inclusiveness and transparency in the regional
R&I systems.
KM2: RRI better aligns R&I and its outcomes with the
values, needs and expectations of society.
KM3: Regional policies, strategies and action plans
should reflect the needs of all societal actors (citizens,
private sector, research and education, third-sector
organisations).
KM4: Co-creation and participatory processes represent
an opportunity to actively involve a wide range of
stakeholders from civil society (including citizens, CSOs
and NGOs) in decision-making; moving from being a
passive receiver to an active participant.
KM5: Co-creation and participatory approaches as new
forms of governance represent an opportunity for
multiple perspectives and creativity in designing
innovative solutions with a concrete territorial impact,
contributing to tackling current challenges faced by the
society.
KM6: Concrete examples of responsible territorial
development and tested approaches inspire and support
regional authorities in transforming regional R&I
ecosystems towards RRI.

Website;
Press releases;
Promo materials
Project events
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Regional Think Tanks
To ensure an active and multi-stakeholder participation, each regional cluster engages relevant local
stakeholders (universities, research groups, associations, CSOs, NGOs, science policy institutions,
local businesses, formal and informal educational institutions, science mediators) with the aim of
contributing to mapping, reflecting and action development. Think Tank members contribute to the
activities carried out within each cluster by providing a variety of views, know-how and priorities,
therefore ensuring that all societal needs are taken into account in the implementation of innovative
solutions to responsible territorial developments.

Multipliers
This Strategy aims at achieving maximum impact with controlled spending by selecting channels
that are the most effective in reaching out to the various target groups and building upon
multipliers, namely consortium partners and relevant stakeholders at EU, national, regional and
local level. Multipliers will be invited to share the key messages, ongoing progress and ultimately the
results of the project using their own communications channels, and tools.

Within the project partnership, the multiplier effect is ensured by the involvement of consortium
partners that have a strong and well-structured presence at regional level, with widespread and
multi-stakeholder networks. Furthermore, the regional focus will be reinforced by involvement of
regional Think Tank members.

At the European level, the multiplier effect relies first on the involvement of key organisations,
dealing with the topics of TRANSFORM, that are well connected with EU institutions and networks,
as well as well-established European-level channels with which project partners have a good track
record of engagement and participation (e.g. Vanguard Initiative; EC’s Smart Specialisation
Platform (S3); Four Motors of Europe; European Regions Research and Innovation Network
(ERRIN),; European Social Fund (ESF); League of European Universities and Research (LERU);
European Chemical Regions Network (ECRN); EU Regions Week Platform; Network of European
Regions Using Space Technologies (NEREUS); Virtual Institute for Responsible Innovation (VIRI)),
Association for Local Development (ALDA).

The Advisory Board members, representing acclaimed experts in their respective fields, will also
support the dissemination of the results and maximise the visibility of the project. In addition,
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TRANSFORM consortium can count on strong support from local organisations and institutions that
expressed their interest in the project by signing Letter of Support (LoS). In total TRANSFORM
consortium collected 45 LoS in the proposal stage including universities and research organisations,
local authorities, private companies, business support organisations, umbrella organisations and
associations, and other EU-funded projects. Consortium partners are regularly updating this list as
new contacts emerge and other stakeholders are engaged.

Our goal will be to engage identified multipliers to promote our ideas, convey our messages and
help us reach our objectives. Other multipliers include policy makers that have an umbrella function
(such as EU institutions, National and regional authorities, EU Agencies) or are well connected such
as international and national organisations (such as Civil Society associations, Intergovernmental
organisations, networks and NGOs). In many cases, academia and independent experts can also act
as multipliers.

Last but not least, cooperation of the European Commission will be sought for establishing crossposting, to make use of the capacities of EU institutions (e.g. EC, EESC, CoR) and links to EU
CORDIS news and CORDIS WIRE websites, the Horizon Magazine, the Horizon 2020 Project Stories,
newsletters from relevant DGs, etc.

Moreover, TRANSFORM will take advantage of existing channels of consortium partners. Partners
will activate their channels and networks to maximise outreach, visibility of the project, and
communication and dissemination efforts

Table 2 below provides an exhaustive list compiled by all partners to provide an overview of other
channels/tools that will be used to multiply the content and outcomes.

Table 2: Communication and dissemination partners of project partners
Organisation
FGB

Channels
Website
Twitter: @FGBassetti
Facebook: @fondazionebassetti
+ Private Group: Fondazione Giannino Bassetti
LinkedIn: Fondazione Giannino Bassetti
+ Group: Fondazione Giannino Bassetti
Instagram: fondazionebassetti & IGTV
Vimeo: Fondazione Giannino Bassetti
Flickr: fondazionebassetti
YouTube: FondazioneBassetti
Issuu: fondazionebassetti
Slideshare: FondazioneBassetti
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BEpart
SfC

MAD

UiB

UB

UCLouvain

Finlombardia

RL

GENCAT

Innoviris

AEIDL

MoS

Newsletter (monthly; English and Italian)
Podcast: "I dialoghi di Fondazione
Bassetti" https://anchor.fm/fondazione-gianninobassetti (also in iTunes, Google Play and Spotify)
Website
Twitter: @BeParticipation
Website
Twitter: @SciencefChange
LinkedIn: Science for Change
Website
Facebook: @MADBrussels
LinkedIn: MAD, Home of Creators
Instagram: @madbrussels
Vimeo: MAD – Home of creators
Newsletter: “What’s on at MAD” (quarterly; English)
Website
Twitter: @vitenskapsteori
Facebook: @vitenskapsteorl
Website
Twitter: @OpenSystemsUB
Vimeo: Open Systems
Flickr: OpenSystems
Website
Twitter: @UCLouvain_be
Facebook: @UCLouvain
LinkedIn: Université catholique de Louvain
YouTube: UCLouvain - Université catholique de Louvain
Website
LinkedIn: Finlombarda S.p.A.
Newsletter (monthly; Italian)
Lombardy Region collaborative platform
Facebook: @OpenInnovationLombardia
Twitter: @LombardiaInnova
LinkedIn: Open Innovation Lombardia
YouTube: Open Innovation Lombardia
Website
Twitter: @RegLombardia
Facebook: @Regione.Lombardia.official
LinkedIn: Regione Lombardia
YouTube: Regione Lombardia
Website
Twitter @gencat
Facebook: @gencat
Instagram: @gencat
YouTube: gencat
Newsletter
Website
Twitter: @Innoviris
Facebook: @innoviris
LinkedIn: INNOVIRIS
Website
Facebook: @AEIDL.asbl
Twitter: @AEIDL
LinkedIn: AEIDL
eLibrary (repository)
Flash newsletter (bi-monthly: English and French)
Website
Twitter: @museumofscience
Facebook: @museumofscience
LinkedIn: Museum of Science
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Instagram: @museumofscience
YouTube: BostonMOS

Related projects and initiatives
TRANSFORM will seek to build synergies with other relevant projects. Special attention will be given
to the EU-funded projects under the same call, exploring potential synergies and cooperation in
communication and dissemination activities, but also in other project activities such as evaluation
and monitoring, to maximise impact and foster peer learning. A non-exhaustive list of relevant
projects and initiatives is provided in the table below.
Table 3: Relevant projects/initiatives to explore synergies

Project/Initiative
SeeRRI: Building Self-Sustaining Research and Innovation Ecosystems in Europe through
Responsible Research and Innovation (H2020-SwafS-2018-1)
CHERRIES: Constructing Healthcare Environments through Responsible Research
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Strategies (H2020-SwafS-2019-1)
DigiTeRRI: Responsible Research and Innovation Approach for Transitioning the Traditional
Industry Regions into Digitalised Industry Territories. (H2020-swafs-2019-1)
RRI2SCALE: Responsible Research and Innovation Ecosystems at Regional Scale for
Intelligent Cities, Transport and Energy (H2020-SwafS-2019-1)
TeRRItoria: Territorial Responsible Research and Innovation Through the involvement of
local R&I Actors (H2020-SwafS-2018-1)
TeRRIFICA: Territorial RRI fostering Innovative Climate Action (H2020-SwafS-2018-1)
SUPER_MORRI (SwafS-21-2018)
MARIE Project (Interreg Europe)
GRACE: Grounding RRI Actions to Achieve Institutional Changes in European Research
Funding and Performing Organisations (H2020-SwafS-2018-1)
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Communication channels and tools
The communication and dissemination channels are selected to convey the key messages and
outcomes of the project to the largest possible number of stakeholders and target group members.
The strategy will work through both information pull and information push and will include various
tools designed to reach different kinds of target groups.

Visual Identity
The visual identity is at the heart of establishing a coherent and consistent image for the project.

The Communication Toolkit will consist of:


Visual style guide



Logo (in various formats)



Social media banners



Website banners



Template for minutes and reports




Template for PowerPoint presentations
Template for WP deliverables



Promo material (poster, banners, leaflet, roll-ups, etc.)

Website
www.transform-project.eu

The website serves as the first point of contact with the project for a wide audience, presenting its
scope, activities and progress. At the same time, it represents the main communication and
dissemination channel ensuring the visibility and outreach, regularly updating the audience on
activities within the project but also relevant news, documents and activities related to the topics
relevant to TRANSFORM. The website will be publically launched in M4. Work on the website will
continue throughout the project, incorporating sections and content as soon as it becomes
available.

Design of the website is based on the following technical features and characteristics:


A user-friendly and attractive interface, open to the public of potential users and different
stakeholders



Clear structure, easy navigation evoking positive, encouraging emotions
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Optimised for all types of mobile devices (phones, tablets for both iOS and Android operating
systems)



Fully accessible by all users following the requirement for W3C compliance



GDPR compliant, including all GDPR-related features (privacy consent for all forms, consent for
cookies on a first visit, etc.)



SEO-optimisation of pages



Facility to subscribe to an electronic newsletter and to access and download previous newsletter
issues as well as other outputs developed for wide public use




Facility to share (social media), send to (by email) and print pages, search on the site
Offer a contact point




Links to social media channels
Web Analytics provided via Matomo, an open-source platform with 100% data ownership and
GDPR compliance.

Website structure
The website structure of the website should reflect the needs of the project, all work packages and
partners while ensuring clear and intuitive navigation. To ensure the provision of information in a
consistent and clear manner, all partners have been invited to share their needs and vision on the
structure of the website. Annex I present a current version of the site map. Slight changes might be
applied, including the development of more pages, subpages or elements if needs arise throughout
the implementation of the project.

Technical development and maintenance
The website will be developed internally by AEIDL, coded using a leading content management
system – WordPress. The website will be hosted on the computer servers of AEIDL, allowing
flexibility for web-development and dynamic functionality. The technical maintenance is ensured by
AEIDL, content management – using an open-source Content Management System – lies fully
under the AEIDL with the contribution of all partners. The content is regularly updated throughout
the implementation of the project. All partners’ logos are clearly visible on the bottom of the
website with links to their website along with the EC’s logo and acknowledgment of the EU funds in
line with the visual guidelines of the European Commission.

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
We will use Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) techniques, with selected keywords, key phrases and
extensive tagging to improve the visibility of the website. We plan to achieve high visibility for the
website in organic search engine results by optimising the pages with keywords - the terms users are
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likely to search on Google, Qwant, Yahoo and Bing (the search engines that currently generate the
most traffic). To achieve this aim we will deploy techniques such as writing keyword-rich page titles
and adding description meta tags; include keywords in headers, positioning keywords in the first
paragraph of the body text and using keywords in hyperlinks, etc.

Social media
The extensive use of social media is aimed at increasing the awareness of potential users, spark
interest in the project and territorial RRI, and encouraging them to take part in project events and
download the project's outputs. Each channel is intended to reach a specific audience, and the
messages will be adapted accordingly.

Social media is intended to act as an accelerator of the discussion; different social media channels
will trigger snowball/networking effect and enable the project to reach beyond its ‘usual suspects’
audience. The various Social Media profiles are selected to reaching out to a wide and relevant
audience. The content shared on each platform will include different types of outputs and will
redirect and feed traffic to the main website.

Supporting visual material will be used in different social media channels in order to highlight
messages. In general, appealing visuals will help catch the attention of the followers/audience and
invite them to read more and learn more about the proposed topic. For instance, video teasers
shared on social media will invite the target audience to watch the full videos. The illustrative
elements, such as banners for social media profiles, will help create a brand consistency and a visual
identity for the project.

While we initially foreseen to also open a Facebook page, after an internal discussion with
consortium partners, we have decided to focus our efforts on two social media platforms – Twitter
and LinkedIn. The reasoning behinds is that even though Facebook is still popular among citizens
and local communities, all regional clusters have extensive networks of their own that will be
activated to reach citizen and local communities and ensure their engagement in the project
activities. Moreover, addressing them in their national language. In addition, it has become rather
difficult to build an active and engaged community on Facebook, especially within, and only for,
limited time of 36 months. Instead, Twitter account will help us to reach and connect with EU
institutions, public authorities, industry, media, scientific community and EU-funded projects,
maximising dissemination of the results and raising visibility of the project. Moreover, a LinkedIn
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group will bring together EU-funded projects working on territorial RRI, relevant initiatives and key
stakeholders to create a space to share knowledge, experience and lessons learned, explore
synergies and foster networking.

The Social Media Guidelines (Annex IV: Social Media Guidelines), prepared by AIEDL, will help
partners to communicate the project effectively and consistently on social media.

Twitter
Handle: @TRANSFORM_eu
Hashtags: #TRANSFORMproject #RRI #SmartSpecialisation #StakeholderEngagement #RIS3
#H2020 #SwafS #TerritorialDevelopment #reseach #innovation #CitizenScience #DesignThinking
#ParticipatoryResearchAgenda #ResponsibleInnovation #OpenScience #RegionalInnovation

This channel is used for short news flashes, using a clear and crisp style, not too descriptive or
institutional. Twitter allows the rapid communication between professionals, organisations and
media. It is a real-time communication tool. It allows tweeting questions and having followers
respond within several seconds.
Although Twitter is less used in some European regions and on a local level among citizens, it is a
major social media network used at the EU level within the European institutions, umbrella
organisations and international organisations. Thus, Twitter is mainly used to reach stakeholders at
EU level, connect with other relevant projects and initiatives.
Offering only short messages – 280 characters – Twitter is known as a highly paced network
demanding frequent activity and updates in order to maintain an active and attractive profile.
Retweets enable sharing of interesting content generated by other users as well as the possibility to
easily spread messages to a wide audience. We will actively work on the creation of relevant
connections that will actively contribute to widening the outreach.
Twitter is deploying key messages in a short, catchy manner using visual support (pictures, banners,
infographics, short video clips, etc.) informing on the latest developments, news articles, informing
on publication of new documents, disseminating results and findings and promoting networking.
Events are promoted via Twitter and pictures/videos and/or compelling quotes shared during the
event. At the same time, it directs traffic to the website.
As Twitter is a high-paced social media network, therefore, around 3-5 posts will be published per
week.
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LinkedIn
Group name: ‘Supporting the development of territorial Responsible Research and Innovation’
Link: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13853941/

Being a social network for professionals, LinkedIn allows the creation of dedicated communities and
groups to discuss specific topics and spread information to a wide professional audience. In this
sense, a group has been created and used to connect with key stakeholders as well as relevant
projects and initiatives to build synergies and foster knowledge transfer. Selected articles, news
pieces and other communications content will also be shared on this platform. Via LinkedIn,
TRANSFORM will host a permanent group (membership on request) community to share
experiences, events, studies, news and relevant information with peers.

The frequency of posts published by moderators in the group is foreseen to 1-2 per week.

TRANSFORM social media main contents
The above-mentioned social media channels will be used to maximise the visibility, dissemination
and further exploitation (when possible) of the following content:


Project objectives, activities and benefits



Presentation of TRANSFORM partners



Findings from reports and deliverables (storytelling style)



Present clusters in depth – thematic priorities, commitments, S3 strategies, what they have
been doing so far and activities developed within the project




Presentation of used methodologies and their benefits
Present mutual learning concept and cooperation with MoS




Present TRANSFORM approach to monitoring and evaluation
Showcase good practices related to territorial RRI, especially those focusing on public
engagement



Promotion of TRANSFORM events – Local final events and Final conference – What are they
about? Why you should not miss them? How can you participate? Who is attending
(presentation of speakers)? Join us!




Sharing videos
Promotion of webinar and Project e-book



Interesting news from partners



Dissemination of public deliverables
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Multimedia production

Videos
Animation
A short animation, around 1 minute, will be delivered in M7 to present the project, its activities,
objectives and impact in an easy to understand, visually appealing manner targeting wide, nontechnical audience. The script, as well as the first draft of animation, will be presented to all project
partners for feedback and suggestions. The animation will include ‘Call to action’ to join
TRANSFORM activities, visit a link to the project website to learn more about TRANSFER and links
to the social media channels to stay up to date and follow the latest development.

Final video

Towards the end of the project, AEIDL will create a final video with inputs from partners. With a
length of maximum 2 minutes, the final video will present testimonies of project partners (mainly
clusters) and/or members of regional think tanks and organisations/citizens taking part in the cocreation exercises. The main focus will be on spreading TRANSFORM experience as a best practice,
pointing out the benefits of applied methodological approaches through the personal experience of
participants. Targeting mainly local authorities, the video will convey a message to inspire local
authorities to implement RRI in their R&I activities. At the same time, testimonies of regional
stakeholders and/or citizens will encourage participation in public engagement and co-creation
activities. Throughout the project implementation, we will map key moments to be used for the
filming. AEIDL’s video unit will provide a script and ideas for the video in the updated
Communication and Dissemination Plan (M15). ‘Call to action’ will put an emphasis on the
TRANSFORM results – project e-book, strategic roadmaps and guidelines on applied methodologies
to foster transferability and replication.

The visual identity of the project will be incorporated in all elements of the videos, ensuring
consistency and coherence. Videos will be published on the AEIDL’s YouTube channel, shared on
social media, available on the website, presented during events and further disseminated via
partner's channels and multipliers.
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Photo shoot
Professional photos during project meetings and shared learning activities will be shot. The pictures
will be also used to produce short videos to be shared through project social media channels and
website.

Webinar
A webinar will be organised towards the end of the project (M35) to foster an interactive learning
environment in which stakeholders feel involved. The webinar will present the outcomes and results
of the project with a view to inspire other regions to uptake the RRI approach in their R&I activities,
provide guidelines and share knowledge on how to implement tested methodologies, draw
attention to barriers, benefits and lessons learned. Ideally, this should eventually lead to further
uptake of the project results and maximise the impact of the project.

Media
The purpose of using general and specialised media content is to reach both the general public and a
more specific audience with key information in the field of regional R&I, RRI and S3. We will use
partners’ existing media contact lists to develop and implement press and public relations activities.
The subscription to Anewstip provides an extensive media contact database and allows the
monitoring of news articles. The consortium will approach certain media to explore the possibility of
publishing interesting news. Engaging with the press (from EU to local level) will be strengthened
before the organisation of TRANSFORM events, in Brussels as well as in the implementing regions.

Press release
In addition to the project websites and social media, TRANSFORM will prepare and issue a set of
press releases during the whole project duration to reach out to different kinds of media outlets at
local, regional, national and EU level thanks to the previous-mentioned Anewstip database plus all
partners’ channels. The objective is to inform in a concise and more formal way than the one used in
social media, other media outlets.

A press release is a statement distributed to the media to generate press coverage on specific news.
Press releases are written communication that should be issued when the project is doing
something new, interesting or different that would be of interest of local, national or European
media. It is important to target the press release, keep it to one-page and make sure that it has news
value. When developing the press release it is vital to consider the audience. An audience analysis
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will determine the tone, style, angle and content of the article. Press releases also have an impact on
our future website’s searchability, appearing in search results and encouraging media outlets to
create backlinks to our site.
A press release will be drafted for each key moment of the project (when clusters start their main
activities, before/after main events, when important milestones/results have been achieved or
strategic deliverables are published, etc.). They will be drafted in a simple communications
language, and when relevant, they will be supported by infographics. Quotes of relevant speakers
and participants will be included ad-hoc to personalise messages. The press release will include the
most relevant contact details to provide quick further information to journalists when needed.

They will be published on the TRANSFORM website and the partners’ websites and advertised by
social media links. The Press releases will be prepared by AEIDL in English and cluster coordinators
will be encouraged to provide a translation in their national language.
Press releases will follow the template provided in Annex II. When writing a press release, it is
important to follow the accepted press release structure and format, which includes:


a headline;



a sub headline;




two or three paragraphs for the body;
a boilerplate;



contact information.


If possible, include contact details for potential interviewees (having their explicit consent
for this) so that you make it as easy as possible for journalists to speak to/interview
involved parties, as well as organisers.

The press release template is provided in Word format in Annex II: Press release template. Once
it is filled in with the information, partners should remember to save the document as a PDF
before printing it, sending it by email or publishing it on websites, social media etc. By doing so,
you will be sure to keep the exact layout.

Remember that the press release template is a standard document to homogenise the
process at project level. However, you should consider tailoring the press releases to
different publications, e.g. EU, national, regional, local, or specialist. If possible, include a
sentence in each email to journalists explaining why the article will be a good fit for that publication
and interesting to their readers (the opening sentence). For example, if they have written a series of
articles about public engagement, new forms of governance, etc., or have a section that focuses on
R&I, mention that.
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Partners should try to make their press release circulate as much as possible by:


Sending it directly to their network



Looking for relevant stakeholders working in their field and sending it to them



Sending it to newspapers and local publications working on this topic



Publishing it on their website

Sending it to AEIDL to publish it on the TRANSFORM website and to send it out through our
Anewstip mailing list for TRANSFORM.

Local/regional media
The consortium will approach local media through an already established working relationship of
local partners, especially local authorities, to maximise visibility at local level and reach a wide
audience. Engaging with local media will be strengthened before and during the organisations of
TRANSFORM events and when main project activities take place. AEIDL in close cooperation with
local partners will continuously work on the identification of opportunities for local press coverage,
including both online and offline channels.

Events
Table 5 provides a summary of the events organised within the project. In order to ensure effective
communication and dissemination of the different actions, developments and results carried out,
the table also details foreseen communications elements implemented during these events.

Table 4: TRANSFORM-organised events
Type of
event
Local Final
Events
M35

Final
Conferenc
e
M34

Objective

Target audience

Communication

To present and disseminate the
results of the project in each
regional cluster; summarise and
present the activities and
outcomes; build a strong, longlasting and engaged network
beyond the duration of the
project.

Regional and
national
stakeholders, Think
Tank members,
policy makers; CSOs,
NGOs and public

Concept note
Short article/Press release
Social media campaign
Direct email invitations
Local/regional media
Use of partners channels, EU
channels and networks as
multiplier to maximise outreach

To present a synthesis of the
main policy and practiceoriented findings of the project
to a wider audience, increase
the visibility of the project,
create an opportunity for
networking, foster the
exploitation of results and
maximise the impact. The
emphasis will be put on
presenting benefits of territorial

Policy makers, CSOs
NGOs
Networks
Other relevant EUfunded projects and
initiatives

Concept note
Short article/Press release
Social media campaign
Website news
Direct email invitations
Live Tweeting
Sli.do
Online survey
Use of partners channels, EU
channels and networks as
multiplier to maximise outreach
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RRI and transfer of knowledge
fostering replication and inspire
other regions to implement RRI
in their regional R&I
ecosystems.

Local final events
Each regional cluster will hold a final event to present the outcomes of the project and engage its
local stakeholders. Targeting citizens, CSOs, NGOs, Think Tank members, policy makers, academia
and research institutes, industry representatives and local/regional companies, local authorities,
policy makers, and public local final events will be also an opportunity to celebrate the successful
implementation of the projects, future plans and aspiration and establish and strengthen
community building and public engagement.
Final conference
The final conference will provide a synthesis of the main policy and practice-oriented findings of the
project, serving to increase the visibility of the project, foster the exploitation of results, and present
it to the general public, target groups and relevant stakeholders. This international event is
therefore targeted mainly at policy makers, CSOs and NGOs, with an expected attendance of at
least 100 participants.
The details about the final conference (location, venue, organisation, specific themes and
objectives, target audience and participants) will be laid out in a Concept Note to facilitate
understanding among partners. The monitoring and coordination of it will be undertaken by an
event organisation team, led by AIEDL but in close cooperation with other partners. The final
conference will take place in M34.
Other TRANSFORM-organised events
In addition, AEIDL, in close cooperation with cluster leaders, will investigate possibilities to organise
small public events/workshops/sessions on a local level in each cluster (Milan, Barcelona, Brussels).
The events will be held on the occasion of further larger public local initiatives devoted to Research
and Innovation (such as the European Researchers’ Night, European Week of Regions and Cities) to
reach a wider public and to communicate the project results in informal settings. AEIDL will
coordinate the organisation of the activities. These events will take place towards the end of the
project, once TRANSFORM can present and disseminate the results.

Third party events
TRANSFORM plans to continuously identify opportunities to actively participate in external events
(conferences, workshops, etc.), targeting relevant domains for the project, to present the project,
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boost its visibility and disseminate the results. This will facilitate networking and maximize
opportunities for mutual learning, further uptake of project results and transferability. The impact of
participation at this kind of event is very high because of the attendance of representatives of public
authorities and policy makers.

Workshops, meetings and other regional and EU events represent relevant and important
opportunities for dissemination.

The goal of these events will be to communicate about the project and its activities as well as
disseminate the preliminary results of the project to TRANSFORM’s target audience. The table
below (Table 4) summarises the preliminary, non-exhaustive list of potential dissemination events
attended by project partners.

Due to the current outbreak of COVID-19 across Europe and measures implemented to halt the
spread of the virus, participation in events cannot be guaranteed in the coming months, as many
events are being postponed and/or cancelled. We will closely monitor the situation, update and
identify the list of events during the regular communications meetings.

Table 5: Potential dissemination events

Name of event

Governance of Emerging
Technologies & Science
(GETS)
STS Italia Conference

VIRI Meeting 2020/2021/2022

General Assembly for research
and innovation
Milan, Spring 2021/2022
European Week of Regions
and Cities 2020/2021/2022
Dutch design week

Exhibition – TRANSITIONS
An Ongoing Operation on
Change @MAD
Milan Design week

Level

Date

Link

International

27/28 May
2020

https://events.asucollegeofl
aw.com/gets/

National

17/19 June
2021

https://www.stsitaliaconf202
0.com/

International

Annual
event
(spring)
Annual
event
(summer)

NA

International

12-15
October
2020

https://europa.eu/regionsand-cities/

National,
Eindhoven

17–25
October
2020
November
20 – January
21

https://www.ddw.nl

April 2021

https://alcova.xyz

Local

National,
Brussels
International,
Milan

NA

https://mad.brussels/en
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Public Communication of
Science and Technology
conference in Aberdeen
Euroscience Open Forum
2020/2022
European Citizen Science
Association (ECSA)
International Conference
Meetings of the Citizen
Science working group
organized by Ibercivis and
FECYT
Workshops of the working
groups of the COST Action in
Citizen Science
European Conference of
Science Journalists
Annual Conference of the
Science Technology and
Society
European Communication
Conference
Barcelona Science Festival

Biennal Ciutat i Ciència (City
and Science)
ECSA Conference

UiB symposium
S-Net annual meetings
Post-Normal Science
symposia
4S meetings
Eusea – European Science
Engagement Association
annual conference
2020/2021/2022
Ecsite annual conference
2021/2022
RSA (Regional Studies
Association’s) Annual
Conference
European Research and
Innovaiton Days
I Love Science festival
2020/2021/2022

International

March -April
2021

PCST

EU

2-6
September
2020
6-8
September
2020

ESOF

Spain

To be
confirmed

Citizen Science working
group

EU

To be
confirmed

COST Action in Citizen
Science

EU

September
2020

ECSJ

EU

3-5 May
2021

STS Graz

EU

2-5 October
2020

European Communication
Conference

Local

Annual
event,
October

https://www.barcelona.cat/b
arcelonaciencia/en/13thscience-festival-1

Local

02/2021

https://www.biennalciutatici
encia.barcelona/en

EU level

09/2020,
06/2022

https://www.ecsaconference.eu/

Local

NA

NA

International

NA

http://www.thesnet.net/

International

09/2020

https://pns5.biostatistica.net/

International

NA

NA

EU

29-30
October
2020

https://eusea.info/euseaannualconference/programme/

International

10-12 June
2021

https://www.ecsite.eu/confer
ence

EU

Postponed
to 2022

https://www.regionalstudies.o
rg/events/2020rsaannualconf/

EU

22-24
September
2020
Autumn
2020

EU R&I Days

EU

National,
Brussels

ECSA

https://ilovescience.brussel
s/en/homepage-en
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Communication and Dissemination
products
Table 6 provides a summary of dissemination products developed within the project, including a
short description, detailing respective target audience and dissemination channels deployed for
each product.
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Table 6: Communication and dissemination products overview
Product
Promo materials

Audio-visual material
(videos, images)

Project e-book

Webinar

Strategic Roadmaps of the
implementation of RRI in
S3 through participatory
research agenda/ citizen
science/ design thinking
for social innovations
Policy Recommendations
to transforming regional
R&I systems towards RRI
Impact Pathways for RRI
Initiatives in Regional R&I
Ecosystem

Description

Target audience

Channels

Brochures, leaflets, infographics, etc.

Citizens, CSOs, NGOs
Local authorities
Academia & Research
Industry & Companies
Media

Professional photos during project meetings and
shared learning activities will be shot. Videos
(animation, final video) to present the project, its
activities and impact in visually appealing, easy to
understand way.

Citizens, CSOs, NGOs
Local authorities
Academia & Research
Industry & Companies
Media

E -book will present the experimentation processes of
all the three clusters explored in the project, detailing
used methodologies, strengths, weaknesses and
practical hints to replicate the activities; an easy-to-use
guide for policymakers and local stakeholders to
implement RRI and participatory approaches in S3.
An interactive webinar presenting the results with an
objective to trigger more RRI approaches in S3.

Local authorities
CSOs, NGOs
Academia & Research
Industry & Companies
Media

Social media
Website
Events
Media (articles, press releases)
EC channels
Partners channels
Social media
Website
Events
Media (articles, press releases)
EC channels
Partners channels
Social media
Website
Media (articles, press release)
EC channels (Cordis)
Partners channels

Local authorities
CSOs, NGOs
Academia & Research
Industry & Companies
Local authorities
CSOs, NGOs
Academia & Research
Industry & Companies

Social media
Website
Partners channels

Inspiring regional governments and local authorities
who would like to replicate transform processes and
implement RRI components within their R&I policies.

Policy makers

A scientific publication that will disseminate the results
from the assessment of scientific, environmental,
economic and social impact pathways and benefits of
TRANSFORM activities.

Academia & Research
Local authorities
Related projects and
initiatives

Website
Social media
Partners channels
EC channels (Cordis)
Website
Social Media
Partners channels
EU Channels (Cordis)

An executive report, comprehensive of guidelines on
the applied methodologies, to collect all activities
carried out in Lombardy, Catalonia and BrusselsCapital thanks to TRANSFORM will be finalized and
released at the end of the process.
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Website
Social media
Partners channels
EC channels (Cordis)

The TRANSFORM
Monitoring and Evaluation
Guide
TRANSFORM: An
assessment of Outcomes
and Impacts

A scientific publication that will disseminate the
integrated results from monitoring and evaluation
(WP7) of TRANSFORM.
A scientific publication providing final assessment of
TRANSFORM activities; disseminate the final results of
RRI assessment of the activities and outcomes of
TRANSFORM together with other WP7 results.

Academia & Research
Local authorities
Related projects and
initiatives
Academia & Research
Local authorities
Related projects and
initiatives
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Website
Social Media
Partners channels
EU Channels (Cordis)
Website
Social Media
Partners channels
EU Channels (Cordis)

Quality Control
Communication Team
The WP6 Sharing results and multiplying impacts, led by AEIDL, requires input and close
cooperation with other work packages and project partners. Designing and implementing the
communication about the project and dissemination of results, it is crucial for the success of the
project. Therefore, the core communication team comprises of each WP representatives, and a
wider communication team brings together one representative per partner.

Table 7: Communication team
Team member
Lucia Princikova
Christopher Murgnahan
Thomas Chullikal
Robin Salter
Prody Mwemena
Anna Pellizone

Marzia Mazzonetto

Rosa Arias

Kamilla Stølen

Organisation
AEIDL

Role
WPL

AEIDL

Animation

AEIDL

Web development

AEIDL

Video edition

AEIDL

Social Media

FGB

WP1, WP8, WP3 Lombardy
cluster communication
representative
WP2, WP5 Brussels cluster
communication
representative
WP4 Catalonia cluster
communication
representative
WP7 representative

BEparticipation

SfC

UiB

Timeline
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Table 8: WP6 Timeline
WP6: Sharing results and multiplying impacts
1

C&D Plan

2

3

4

5

6

7

D
6.
1

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

D
6.
4

Visual
Identity

D
6.
2

Website

M
12

Social Media

M
12
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D
6.
7

D
6.
3

Audio-visual
material

M
15

Disseminatio
n events
TRANSFORM
events

M
13
D
6.
5

Webinar;
eBook
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D
6.
6
M
1
4

M
15

Guidelines
The Communication and Dissemination Plan aims at providing guidelines for the project partners to
ensure consistency in all communication and dissemination activities and high quality of the
materials produced within the project.

Guidelines intend to provide instructions, templates and recommendations for smooth
performance, consistency and efficiency of all communication and dissemination activities and
products. An initial set of templates, guidelines and recommendations are already included in this
document, Annexes, however, AEIDL will develop further templates, guidelines should the need
arise during the implementation of the project.





Site map (Annex I)
Press releases template (Annex II)
EU visibility rules (Annex III)
Social media guidelines (Annex IV)

In a separate deliverables (D6.2 and D6.3), BEpart will provide all partners with the visual identity
manual and templates to ensure the homogeneity of all project outcomes.

KPIs
Regular monitoring and evaluation activities will be conducted to measure gains and successes and
provide information about progress with implementation, as well as lessons learned, and thus help
revisit the overall objectives so that we do not get side-tracked.

All activities need to be measured and evaluated. The evaluation of qualitative and quantitative
performance data gives insights that are needed to:


optimise the Plan and ongoing activities;



correct and fine-tune planning;



make targeting more effective and therefore increase reach;



improve activities and products;



improve efficiency and minimise costs.

Metrics and dimensions from offline tactics (e.g. the number of Conference attendees) and their
online equivalents (e.g. shared content on social media, number of followers, etc.) will be compared
and correlated. This involves the processing and analysis of KPIs from all related communication
activities and therefore from various systems, platforms and measurement methods.
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Data will be collected from the following sources:


Media monitoring



Web analytics tools



Social media analytics tools



Post-event feedback forms

Table 9: Key Performance Indicators
C/D Output
Website
Social media
Videos
Press release
EC channels
Webinar
Project e-book
Local final events
Final conference
Events
Stakeholder
engagement
Citizen outreach
Policy makers
reached

KPI
Number of unique visits on TRANSFORM website

M36
5000

No of Twitter followers
No of LinkedIn group members
No of views

500

No of press releases issued

200
350 per
video
4

Frequency of use of EU communication services

2-4/year

No of participants

30

Number of downloads

50

No of participants

50

No of participants

100

No of presentations/active participation in third parties
events
No of quadruple helix stakeholders involved in local
participatory activities

10+

No of citizens involved in local participatory activities

2000+

No of additional regional governments engaged

8+

200+

Indicators of success will inform the progress towards achieving project objectives. The proposed
KPIs below are guided by the European Commission (2015a) H2020 Programme indicators and aim
to capture the achievements in communicating the project.

The above targets might need to be adapted according to the results of the internal evaluations of
the Plan.

Inputs derived from the monitoring on the implementation of the Plan will feed into the project
periodic reporting, scheduled for Months 18 and 36. The reporting and project reviews will assess
project achievements compared to project plans and the Grant Agreement, and explain and justify
any deviations from the plan. Linking to the findings of the interim reviews above, this deliverable
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will be subject to an update in month 18 to integrate any findings highlighted in the project interim
reviews.

Further modifications to the Strategy might be carried out to address urgent issues, as appropriate,
in response to feedback gathered from the EC, the partners, and key stakeholders.

Contingency Plan
The contingency plan is implemented and monitored by the communications team, in close relation
with the lead coordinator. It feeds the project’s reporting duties when it comes to communication
and dissemination, and ensures that proper and immediate follow-up steps are taken to mitigate or
solve any issues that may arise.
Table 10: Potential risks and mitigation results

Risk for implementation
There is a gap between communication
and the rest of the activities: partners
are too focused on the specific WPs
activities to get involved in
communication, and tend to downplay
obligations related to communications
Project results are too complex to be
communicated. Partners tend to focus
on their own objectives, and are not
trained to identify effective messages to
be communicated
Project fails to meet the target KPI
values (number of participants during
the events, social media engagement,
number of post and articles, website
traffic, etc.)
Lack of consistency of communications
products (layout, language, etc.)

Level of
Risk
Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Risk-mitigation measure
Each partner has to nominate a contact person
in charge of communications. A core
communication team is set up to coordinate
communication efforts with a representative
from each regional cluster.
The communication leader and co-leader will
interact with the partners to identify the main
messages. They will be encouraged to use the
templates for an easier production. All products
will be developed in cooperation with
communication professionals.
In case of underperformance for a specific
indicator, the communication team will devise a
tailored plan with additional activities and
measures to overcome these difficulties.
Guidelines, quality control procedures and
communications meetings will allow this risk to
be overcome
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Annexes


Site Map (Annex I)



Press release template (Annex II)




EU Visibility rules (Annex III)
Social media guidelines (Annex IV)
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Annex I: Site Map
1.

Home – opening banner, general info + highlights from other sections)

2.

About
 Objectives of the project
 WP structure
 Consortium
 Advisory Board

3.

RRI and S3
 RRI
 S3

4.

Citizen Engagement
 PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH AGENDA SETTING
 DESIGN THINKING FOR SOCIAL INNOVATION
 CITIZEN SCIENCE

5.

Clusters
 Brussels-Capital
 Lombardy
 Catalonia
 CC-PES PROJECT (Boston - US)

6. Resources
 Deliverables (public deliverables)
 Any relevant publications/ media
 Photogallery
 Video
7.

News (news and updates on project activities, press releases, events, etc.)
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Annex II: Press release template
What’s New?
The challenge here is knowing what happened. Your first step should be a catchy headline.
Headlines should be short, but they need to grab the attention. You may also want to add a
subheading with extra detail. After that, your first full paragraph should set out all the key
information that you need to communicate. This can then be expanded upon in the next
paragraphs.

Why Does This Matter?
What consequences does it have? Why do people need to know? And most importantly, what do
you want to achieve by spreading this news? Keep it short and focus on these issues.

Who Are the Key Players?
Essentially, you may want to mention anyone to whom your news is relevant! In addition, press
releases are most effective when targeted at a particular audience, so think about who you will send
the press release to and who do you want to reach so you can tailor it accordingly.

When and Where?
If your news is specific to a time and place (e.g. a one-off event in a particular town), you will need to
include this in your press release. But you also need to consider the timing of your press release.

The timing should be related to what you want to achieve. For coverage in the run-up to an event,
send the press release 3-5 days before you want the news to appear (you can include an embargo to
ensure it doesn’t go out early). If you want coverage about something that has already happened,
send it as soon as possible afterwards.

How Did This Happen?
This is about fleshing out your headline and opening paragraph by giving some background
information. This might be for instance past instances of a similar event.
The key is to make this information quotable, and one way to do this is to include a quote in the
press release. Include one key figure in a short sound bite.
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If you can cover all these points, the content of your press release should be pretty much perfect. All
you need to do now is write it up, get it proofread and send it out!

S OURCE : Adaptation from https://proofreadmydocument.com.au/writing-tips/5-questions-pressrelease/
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Annex III: EU Visibility Rules
Beneficiaries of the EU's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme have the obligation to
explicitly acknowledge that their action has received EU funding. This must be done, if possible and
unless the Commission/Agency requests otherwise, in all communication, dissemination and IPR
activities as well as on all equipment, infrastructure and major results funded by the grant.

The EU emblem and reference to EU funding must be displayed in a way that is easily visible for the
public and with sufficient prominence (taking also into account the nature of the activity or object).
Examples: for equipment and major results a sticker or poster, for an infrastructure a plaque or
billboard.

The following must be included in all dissemination activities (Article 29.4), communication
activities (Article 38.1.2) and Infrastructure, Equipment, Major Results (Article 38.1.2)1:

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 972687.

When displayed together with another logo, EU emblem must have appropriate prominence.

Disclaimer excluding Agency responsibility
Any dissemination of results must indicate that it reflects only the author’s view and that the Agency
is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.

This [e.g. report, publication, conference, website, insert type of result, etc.] was
funded by the European Union. The contents of this publication are the sole
responsibility of TRANSFORM consortium and can in no way be taken to reflect the
views of the European Commission.
1

European Commission ; H2020 Online Manual.
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/grants/grantmanagement/acknowledge-funding_en.htm
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Basic rules2


The minimum height of the EU emblem shall be 1 cm.



The name of the European Union shall always be spelled out in full.



The typeface to be used in conjunction with the EU emblem can be any of the following: Arial,
Calibri, Garamond, Trebuchet, Tahoma, Verdana.



Italic and underlined variations and the use of font effects are not allowed.



The positioning of the text in relation to the EU emblem is not prescribed in any particular way
but the text should not interfere with the emblem in any way.




The font size used should be proportionate to the size of the emblem.
The colour of the font should be reflex blue (same blue colour as the EU flag), black or white
depending on the background.

2

European Commission; Use of the EU emblem in the context of EU programmes,
2012. https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/eu_emblem_rules.pdf
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Annex IV: Social Media Guidelines
Social media can be a powerful force to share information, and we can only encourage the
TRANSFORM team and partners to use social media in positive ways. When you are online posting
about TRANSFORM or a subject linked to TRANSFORM:



Disclose your relationship to TRANSFORM. Twitter profile example:




Protect TRANSFORM



Use common sense when posting

The checklist below will guide you when on social media and especially help you feel more
comfortable posting about the TRANSFORM.
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Furthermore, here are some tips on how to efficiently post on your Twitter account.


Keep it short

A concise Tweet makes an impact. Keep each Tweet focused on one specific message rather than
trying to communicate multiple things. You can include a link if you have a longer message to
convey.


Use visuals

Adding a bold image, video, or GIF to your Tweets adds a touch of personality, and leads to higher
Tweet engagement rates. In fact, people are three times more likely to engage with Tweets that
contain videos and photos. You can attach up to four photos to a single Tweet!
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Incorporate relevant hashtags

Hashtags are a powerful tool that allows you to expand your reach and tap into relevant
conversations. Focus on keywords that are relevant.


Ask questions and run polls

Don’t be shy if you want to tweet in the form of a question. Asking questions is an effective way to
interact with your audience, bring readers into the conversation, and understand people’s opinions.
Tweet open-ended questions or use Twitter polls to survey on specific responses.


Connect with Retweets and replies

Retweeting relevant content and replying to Tweets are great ways to maintain a robust Twitter
presence. When in doubt, remember this rule of thumb: your Retweets reflect back on you and
should align with your values.


Make sure you are part of the TRANSFORM Twitter partners’ list

Twitter lists are a practical and useful way to monitor and interact with likeminded people. With this
list all TRANSFORM partners will have direct access to what is posted on each other’s Twitter
account.

You will find below a style guide for your social media channels’ use.
We hope this helps!

1. The style guide tl;dr (too long; didn’t read)
The guidelines below will enable an effective way to publish content linked to TRANSFORM on
social media. If you don’t have time to read everything in this style guide, this first section can give
you an overview:


TRANSFORM’s voice is friendly, approachable, genuine, and inclusive. The tone varies, based on
the situation.



Write succinctly, for the most part. Experiment often.



Be thoughtful and intentional with the use of emojis, hashtags, and multimedia.



Don’t alter the spelling or punctuation of words in order to reduce the number of characters.
Don’t abbreviate beyond standard abbreviations (like “info” for “information”).



Don’t use first-person singular pronouns, unless you’re replying to someone (and your first name
is included in your reply)
2. Voice and tone
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Voice and tone matter: they will humanize the TRANSFORM brand and let you take part in
conversations naturally.

TRANSFORM’s voice is friendly, approachable, genuine, and inclusive.
Speak with clarity. Strive for expertise. Fully understand the needs of your followers and adapt
content accordingly to deliver expert content, delight, assurance, or direction.

TRANSFORM’s tone varies, depending on the situation
By default — and whenever appropriate — TRANSFORM’s tone is friendly and positive. The way we
speak encourages people to tell us more, and it invites people to get to know us. Because of this, try
to take a conversational tone with written content: no big, dictionary words, just everyday talk that
is easy to understand. We seek to inform rather than entertain.

3. Spelling, grammar, and punctuation
In general, keep social media updates crisp and to the point. Whenever possible, approach social
media updates from a conversational place by asking questions, using familiar words, etc. Try to
clearly communicate your point while being engaging
Main grammar takeaways:


Use emoji on social media and with emoji-loving followers.



Don’t use emoji as punctuation or as a stand-in for vocabulary.



Avoid gendered terms.

4. Emoji usage
Emojis can inject fun and personality into your social media! With TRANSFORM’s tone being
friendly and positive, emojis could become part of our social media culture. Although playful, emojis
are an area that requires being thoughtful and intentional.
When and how to use emoji:


Twitter: Use often and liberally in tweets and replies. Emoji can be especially great when used in
place of bullets within lists.



LinkedIn: Two emojis max or No emoji.

5. Hashtag usage
You can’t talk about social media without talking about hashtags, they’re important for everything
from campaigns to joining in conversations. These will be particular to your subjects and personas
and you can include a list of campaign specific hashtags.
In the meantime, here is a list of hashtags you can use:
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#RRI #SmartSpecialisation #StakeholderEngagement #RIS3 #H2020 #SwafS
#TerritorialDevelopment #reseach #innovation #CitizenScience #DesignThinking
#ParticipatoryResearchAgenda #ResponsibleInnovation #OpenScience #RegionalInnovation

When and how to use hashtags:


Twitter: No more than four hashtags per tweet.



LinkedIn: No more than one hashtag per update.



6. Multimedia usage
Use available templates.



Try to make images of people as diverse as possible.



Follow visual identity guidelines for colours and fonts.



Twitter: Use Twitter size visuals to enable them to be properly visibly on mobile.



7. Tagging, links
Always tag TRANSFORM in all your posts.




Tag project partners.
Always try to direct people to the website, add links to your text with a call for action… Learn
more at… ; For more info…. ; Apply here… .



Use link (URL) shorteners such as bitly .
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www.transform-project.eu

@TransformRRI
Supporting the development of territorial
Responsible Research and Innovation

Supporting the
development of
territorial
Responsible Research
and Innovation
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